Hybrid methods
Hybrid (Hy"brid), a. derived by a mixture of characteristics from two distinctly different sources;
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Sequential hybrid methods
Basic procedure:
A method is applied to obtain a solution.
This solution is used as an initial point for another method.
Procedure can iterate or be extended with further methods.
Essentially any combination of methods could be considered.
The remainder of this talk presents two case studies which illustrate the usefulness of sequential hybrid methods. The model 
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Visualization
Computer based tools for design and optimization are intended for use by non-experts.
Visual representations critical for ease of use.
Interaction can enable engineer to apply own intuition.
Interactive graphical display may provide initialization for rigorous optimization procedures. Interaction can enable engineer to apply own intuition.
Interactive graphical display may provide initialization for rigorous optimization procedures.
Discrete optimization
Use of visualization requires mapping from continuous to discrete space.
Mapping converts MINLP to discrete programming model ...
... but equality constraints cannot be satisfied in discrete space.
So we use interval analysis to identify solutions which are close to feasible in discrete space.
The discrete model is solved using a stochastic optimisation procedure.
Interval arithmetic
Changes to model given that node heads are now intervals:
where indicates an interval value. 
Graphical representations for integration
Problem is defined by sets of hot and cold streams.
Parts of streams are involved in matches.
A stream may match with more than one other stream. 
Graphical representations for integration
Parts of streams are involved in matches.
A stream may match with more than one other stream.
Streams may split to match with different streams.
So we have developed a new ant colony model for stream splitting.
Starting point: HEN superstructure
The ant colony method provides us with a reduced superstructure: Combining methods into hybrid procedures can inherit the advantages of the individual methods.
User interaction can also play a key part. 
